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Abstract
There have been increasing interests in natural language processing to explore effec-
tive methods in learning better representations of text for sentiment classification in
product reviews. However, most existing methods do not consider subtle interplays
among words appeared in review text, authors of reviews and products the reviews are
associated with. In this paper, we make use of a heterogeneous network to model the
shared polarity in product reviews and learn representations of users, products they
commented on and words they used simultaneously. The basic idea is to first con-
struct a heterogeneous network which links users, products, words appeared in product
reviews, as well as the polarities of the words. Based on the constructed network,
representations of nodes are learned using a network embedding method, which are
subsequently incorporated into a convolutional neural network for sentiment analy-
sis. Evaluations on the product reviews, including IMDB, Yelp 2013 and Yelp 2014
datasets, show that the proposed approach achieves the state-of-the-art performance.
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1. Introduction
Sentiment analysis [1, 2] becomes a hot topic in natural language processing stud-
ies. For a piece of text, a formal definition of sentiment analysis is given in [3] as a
quadruple of (g, s, h, t). Here, g is an opinion target, s is the sentiment or the opin-
ion about the target g, h is the opinion holder, and t is the time when the opinion is5
expressed. The opinion holder usually refers to the person or organization who holds
the opinion. The opinion target is the entity or a part or attribute of the entity that the
sentiment or opinion has been expressed on.
In this paper, we focus on sentiment analysis in product reviews, in which the holder
is usually the writer of a review and the target is a product. The key problem here is10
the detection of sentiment, a.k.a s in the aforementioned quadruple.
Traditionally, sentiment classification in product reviews is defined as a text classi-
fication problem at the document level. Supervised classifiers are trained from docu-
ments labeled with polarities and each document is represented using the bag-of-words
assumption [4]. Other methods explored the use of latent topics for sentiment classi-15
fication [5]. Most recently, there have been growing interests in using deep learning
for sentiment classification. Different deep neural network architectures, such as Con-
volutional Neural Network [6, 7], Recursive Neural Network [8] or Recurrent Neural
Network [9], have been explored to better represent sentences and documents which
results in improved sentiment classification performance. Apart from text [10], user or20
product information can also be used in sentiment classification [11]. Such informa-
tion can be represented as features to be combined with text features to train sentient
classifiers.
Generally speaking, all the aforementioned methods learn a function that maps a
given text into a certain sentiment class based on text representations or a combina-25
tion of text and user/product representations. Learning of text representations is mostly
done at the surface level of text using its lexical information. Text representation can be
learned in different granularity levels. On the word level, the representation of a word
is determined by its surrounding context. On the sentence or document level, the rep-
resentation of text is derived by composing word-level representations in a sequential30
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order. Learning of user or product representations is independent from the learning of
text representations. In this paper, we would like to explore a unified framework which
can learn text and user/product representations simultaneously for sentiment classifica-
tion.
In product reviews, we notice that users who share similar opinions to a certain35
product tend to use similar words in their comments. For example, fans of Sony cam-
era may ridicule Zeiss using words such as “hammer”. Users of Zeiss, on the other
hand, describe Sony cameras as “toys”, which implies that Sony cameras may look
good but unprofessional. Words such as “hammer” or “toy” do not carry prior senti-
ments. However, they convey contextual sentiments in specific review articles. This40
observation inspires us to design a new method for representation learning by jointly
consider words appeared in review text and its associated users and products.
In this study, we propose a framework to link users (opinion holders), reviews (that
the users wrote) and products (opinion targets) through the words appeared in product
reviews since the chosen words often reflect a user’s viewpoint and the attributes of45
a product. More specifically, we propose an unified framework through the following
two-level embedding learning based on a heterogeneous network. The bottom level is
representation learning of words, users and products. More specifically, we link words
with polarities, users and products based on the word statistics calculated from product
reviews. Essentially, we have captured four types of information including word-word50
relations, word-user relations, word-target relations as well as word-polarity relations.
Then, we use a network embedding method to identify similar words, users and prod-
ucts by mapping them into a unified continuous vector space. The continuous vectors
(or representations) of words, users and products not only capture their contextual in-
formation, but also naturally embed their degrees of polarities. The top level is the55
representation learning of documents. We use the word representations learned from
network embedding as the input to a convolutional neural network (CNN), and incor-
porate the learned user and product vectors as features into CNN for sentiment classifi-
cation. Evaluations show that the proposed method achieves the state-of-the-art results
on the IMDB, Yelp2013 and Yelp2014 datasets.60
The main contributions of this paper are summarized below:
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• A novel unified framework has been proposed to learn word, user and product
representations simultaneously. To the best of our knowledge, this has never
been explored before.
• The proposed network embedding learning method is able to map words, users65
and products into a unified continuous vector space to better capture the degree
of polarities in words, users and products.
• The proposed framework for document-level sentiment classification has achieved
the state-of-the-art performance on the IMDB, Yelp 2013 and Yelp 2014 datasets.
The rest of this paper is organized as following: Section 2 briefly introduces re-70
lated work in sentiment analysis and discusses various modeling methods for users and
products. Section 3 presents our approach including the construction of the heteroge-
neous network and a sentiment classifier based on CNN using the constructed network.
Section 4 describes experimental setup and discusses performance evaluation results.
Section 5 concludes the paper and outlines future research directions.75
2. Related Work
In this section, we will present related work in sentiment classification with focus
on learning word-level and sequence-level representations for sentiment classification.
We will also briefly discuss existing approaches for user/product modeling.
2.1. Representation Learning for Sentiment Classification80
Traditional machine learning methods to sentiment classification train supervised
classifiers or regression models from text labeled with polarities [12]. Besides uni-
gram word features, other features such as word n-grams, part-of-speech tags, nega-
tion words, modifiers, affective attributes, etc., are also used in sentiment classifier
training [13, 14].85
More recently, deep learning methods have been used in many text classification
tasks including sentiment analysis [15, 16]. These methods aim to learn the continuous
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representations of text, such as words, phrases, sentences and documents. Here, “con-
tinuous” follows the definition of “continuity” in mathematics. It requires the learn-
ing algorithm to map the words, phrases or sentences into a continuous vector which90
has continuous value in each dimension. Representation learning is typically carried
out at two levels, namely the basic word level [17, 18] or the compositional sequence
level [19, 20].
2.1.1. Word-level Representation Learning
The word-level representation, a.k.a word embedding, aims to map each word to a95
continuous low-dimensional space. The principle of mapping is to ensure the words
sharing similar context should have similar representations in the low-dimensional
space [17, 21]. Yogatama et al. [22] projected word embedding into a sparse vector.
They found some linguistically interpretable dimensions. Faruqui and Dyer [23] used
linguistic features to build word vector. Their results showed that these representations100
of word meanings can also achieve good performance in the analogy and similarity
tasks. Qian et al. [24] proposed an algorithm to map different dense embeddings into a
sparse linguistic property space. There are also some other methods for word embed-
ding learning, such as the one proposed in [25], which used co-occurrence relations as
a graph for word embedding learning.105
Beside these word-level representation methods for universal NLP tasks, there are
also some word embedding methods designed for sentiment analysis specifically. Tang
et al. [18] considered the polarity of each sentiment word and learned a sentiment-
specific word embedding for Twitter sentiment classification. They also used this
method to built a large-scale sentiment lexicon for Twitter sentiment classification.110
2.1.2. Sequence-level Representation Learning
The sequence level representation is designed to learn the continuous representa-
tion of a piece of text, such as a sentence, or a document. The learning algorithm
for sequence level representation includes unsupervised methods [26] and supervised
methods [8, 7]. Here, we focus on the supervised methods, which usually achieve bet-115
ter performance compared to unsupervised ones. There are two main types of learning
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methods, the convolutional neural network (CNN) and the recurrent neural network
(RNN). The former uses a convolutional operation to capture features from context
to learn the representation of text [7]. The latter assumes that the representation of a
word sequence is formed by the representations gradually built from the previous his-120
torical context. So, a recurrent mechanism is implemented to learn the representation
of the whole word sequence [9]. There are also some modified methods proposed to
learn the representation of text, such as using attention based weights to improve the
performance [27], and a combination of RNN and CNN in different layers [9].
Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, there is no research which considered125
opinion holders and target simultaneously in word- or sequence-level embedding learn-
ing, even though such information constitutes an important part for sentiment analysis.
2.2. Sentiment Classification in Product Reviews
If we focus on the sentiment classification in product reviews, the methods can
be categorized as text classification based methods and users/products modeling based130
methods.
2.2.1. Text Classification based Method
In principle, any text classification method can be implemented in sentiment clas-
sification. Training a classifier (such as SVM) with unigrams, bi-grams and trigrams
as features is a strong baseline for sentiment classification[14]. Beside the text features135
above, the sentiment lexicon features or sentiment-specific word embeddings are also
important in sentiment classification [18].
In recent years, the deep learning based method have achieved the state-of-the-art
performance on this problem. Recursive Neural Tensor Network [8], Convolutional
Neural Network [7] and Gated Recurrent Neural Network [9] achieved great success.140
The Recursive Neural Tensor Network [8] composes words into sentences by sharing
parameters and syntactic structure. Convolutional Neural Network [7] uses convo-
lutional filter to extract phrase level features, then implement a pooling operation to
select the most relevant features to model a sentences. In Gated Recurrent Neural Net-
work [9], sentences can be regard as a sequence of words, and any sequence can be145
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modeled by the last word and the previous sub sequence. These deep learning methods
achieves state-of-the-art performance in different data set of sentiment classification
task in product reviews.
However, the text classification based methods do not consider the user or product
information, which is important for sentiment classification in product reviews.150
2.2.2. User Modeling based Method
Apart from text, user information can also be used in sentiment classification. Gao
et al. [28] designed user specific features to capture opinion holder leniency. Dong et
al. [29] incorporated textual topics and user-word factors into supervised topic model-
ing. Hovy [30] used demographic information in sentiment analysis. Tan et al. [31]155
and Hu et al. [32] used user-user relationships for Twitter sentiment analysis.
Here, the deep learning method incorporating with user information achieves the
best performance. For example, Tang et al. [33] incorporated the user and product in-
formation into convolutional neural networks for sentiment analysis. Recently, we also
proposed a method to model users based on the concept of intersubjectivity [11]. The160
basic idea is to learn user embeddings based on their shared words in reviews which
have similar polarities. However, what has been overlooked in these two methods is
that the meanings of words may be also impacted by users and products (opinion tar-
gets) and hence representations of words should be updated together with user and
product representations.165
In summary, existing methods mainly considered three types of user information,
namely: (1) personal profiles such as ages, gender, etc., to characterize users; (2) latent
topics extracted from text as a proxy measure of users sharing similar topical interests;
(3) rating patterns of users on product reviews. None of the above methods consid-
ered the subtle interplays between users and the words used by users sharing similar170
sentiments.
In this paper, we first propose a heterogeneous network embedding method to rep-
resent words, users and products in a unified embedding space based on the constructed
heterogeneous network built on the word level. As will be shown in our experiments,
three kinds of embeddings learned offer a better performance on the text classification175
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based method. The incorporating of user/product embeddings and convolutional neural
network improves the user modeling based method and gives the state-of-the-art results
on three product review datasets in document-level sentiment classification.
3. Our Approach
Our approach is inspired by the theory in sociology. In this section, we will first180
define our problem, and then discuss how to construct a heterogeneous network from
text and other information. Next, we will present the network embedding method to
model users, products and words in the same embedding space. Finally, we will explain
how to incorporate the learned representations into a CNN for sentiment classification.
3.1. Problem Setup185
In the corpora used in our experiments, we assume there are a total of D review
articles written by |U | users for |P | products. Here, U and P stand for the set of users
or products, | · | means the size of set. Each review article xi ∈ X is represented by
3-tuple consisting of its author (or user) ui, the opinion target (or product) pi and the
text content di, i.e.,
xi = {ui, pi, di}, i ∈ {1, 2, ..., D} (1)
Note that a user may post multiple reviews, and a product may receive reviews from
different users.
We also assume that a review document di containsLi words, di = {wi1, wi2, ..., wiLi},
where wij is the j-th word in document di. Given a fixed set of sentiment classes
Y = {y1, y2, ..., yY }, the goal of sentiment classification is to training a function F to190
map reviews to sentiment classes:
F : X→ Y (2)
3.2. Word/User/Product Representation Learning with Network Embedding
For learning representations of words, users and products, it is important to define
context for each of them. In traditionally word representation learning methods, such
8
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as continuous bag-of-words (CBOW) or skip gram, the context for each word is typi-195
cally defined as a 5-word window (two words before and after the target word). In our
previously proposed user representation learning method [11], users should be similar
to each other if they share similar subjective terms. Hence, the context for users is
defined as their shared subjective terms in their reviews. In our work here, we argue
that there exist subtle interplays among words, users and products. For example, words200
such as ‘freezes’ and ‘hangs’ are used often in negative reviews towards mobile phones.
These two words should carry similar semantic meanings and hence their representa-
tions should be placed in nearby locations in the embedding space. As such, word, user
and product representation learning should be performed simultaneously to map them
into a unified embedding space.205
We propose to first build a heterogeneous network, in which words, users, products,
as well as sentiment labels are vertices and statistical relations between them are edges.
Then we use a network embedding method to learn the distributed representation of
each vertex including words, users and products.
3.2.1. Construction of Heterogeneous Network210
Here, we define the network as a graph: G = {E, V }. The E is the set of edges
and V is the set of vertices, which is the union of all words, users, and products. We
need to learn the weight of each edge, define as ω(e), e = {u, v}, e ∈ E and u, v ∈ V
here.
In order to capture the information of users and products, we have included an215
additional type of vertices, polarities. Four categories of relations should be considered
in the construction of heterogeneous network (Fig. 1):
• Word-word relation (Figure. 1A). If two words appear in a context within a
window of size k, we consider them to have a word-word relation. In this study,
k is 5 and the weight of edges, which indicate the word-word relation, is based220
on the frequency of occurrences in the same context;
• Word-polarity relation (Figure. 1B). In order to capture the polarity of a word, we
define the weight of word-polarity relation as how many times the word appeared
9
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Figure 1: Heterogeneous network.
in a review document with a specific polarity label;
• Word-user relation (Figure. 1C). The weight of the edge of word-user relation225
is simply defined as how many times the word is used by the user in his/her
reviews;
• Word-product relation (Figure. 1D). We define the weight of the edge of word-
product relation in a similar way to the word-user relation.
Based on these four types of relations defined above, we can obtain a heterogeneous230
10
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Algorithm 1 Heterogeneous network construction.
1: Input: labeled review documents (xi, yi), xi = {ui, pi, di}, i ∈ {1, 2, ..., N} for
|U | users and |P | products; di = {wi1, wi2, ..., wiLi}
2: Initialization: G = {E, V }, V = {u1, ..., u|U |, p1, ..., p|P |, wi1, ...wiLi}, i ∈
{1, 2, ..., N}, initialize the weight of each pair of vertices ω(vi, v′i) = 0.
3: for all xi = {ui, pi, di}, i ∈ {1, 2, ..., N} do
4: for all wij , j = 1, 2, ..., Li do
5: ω(ui, wij) + +
6: ω(pi, wij) + +
7: ω(yi, wij) + +
8: for all wik, k = 1, 2, ..., Li do
9: if k − j > 0 && k − j ≤ 2, then
10: ω(wik, wij) + +
11: end for
12: end for
13: end for
14: Output: G = {E, V } with weights of each paris of vertices ω(vi, v′i) updated.
network (Figure. 1E). Here, the heterogeneous network is an undirected graph. The
pseudo-code of the heterogeneous network construction details is given in Algorithm
1. The next problem is how to learn the embedding for each vertex in the network.
3.2.2. Network Embedding for Representation Learning
We propose to learn node representations in the heterogeneous network using net-235
work embedding [33]. Given a large networkG = (E, V ), where V is a set of vertices,
and E is a set of edges, which stands for the relationship between vertices. Network
Embedding aims to represent each vertex v ∈ V in a lower-dimensional space Rd by
learning a function f : V → Rd, where d  |V |. Here, Rd means an Euclidean
d-spaces.240
In this method, we assume that each vertex in the network has a corresponding
vector, or representation. Then, we can use the representations of nodes to calculate
11
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the weight on the edges. The basic idea is to define a cost to measure the distinction
between the calculated result and the real weight in the network. Then, use gradient
descent method to achieve the minimum cost then we can get the representations of the245
nodes. It is a feature extraction method for the network, and we can use this features to
reconstruct the network obviously. The details of algorithm is given in Algorithm 2:
Here, for any vertex vi and its corresponding representation αi in the vector space,
where αi ∈ Rd, let the neighbor of vi in the heterogeneous network be denoted as vi′
with the representation α′i. The conditional probability p(vj |vi), which means that the250
probability of vj is neighbor of vi in the network, or the weight on the edges, can be
defined by softmax as:
p (vj |vi) =
exp
(
α′Tj αi
)
∑|V |
k=1 exp
(
α′Tk αi
) (3)
In order to preserve the distribution of edges, we should make the conditional dis-
tribution of p(vj |vi) defined in Equation 3 to be close to its empirical distribution
ω(vj , vi), which is a statistical result from the network. Here, we hope that the em-255
pirical distribution can be derived from weights in the heterogeneous network. We
define the objective function O of our representation learning algorithm as:
O = −
∑
(vi,vj)∈E
ω(vj , vi)logp (vj |vi) (4)
Here, ω(vj , vi) is a statistical result. So, it is fixed in our algorithm. Then, the
objective function (4) can be considered as inner product of representation based prob-
ability and ω(vj , vi). Since the larger inner product indicates higher similarity. So, by260
minimizing the objective function (4), we can represent every vi with a d-dimensional
vector αi such that the defined probability is similar with the statistical result. This
way, words with the same polarity and used on the same product will be similar to
each other in the low dimensional representation space, and the users/product sharing
similar terms will be similar to each other too.265
In the learning of network embedding, the optimization of objective function is
based on negative sampling. Since our network is heterogeneous and contains four
12
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Algorithm 2 Network embedding learning for generating vertices’ representations.
Input: G = {E, V }, E = {EU ∪ EP ∪ EW ∪ EY }, V = {U ∪ P ∪W ∪ Y },
number of vertices T , number of negative samples Q
2: Initialization: for each vertex vi ∈ V , randomly initialize its representation αi
Tranining:
4: while Number of iterations < T do
Stochastic choosing ES ∈ {EU , EP , EW , EY }
6: Sample an edge from ES
Draw Q negative edges
8: Minimize the objective function (4)
Update the vertices’ representations
10: end while
Output: word, user and product representations
types of different relations, we need to ensure the sampling for each relation type is
equally probable. Thus, we stochastically choose a relation type at each iteration before
sampling an edge of this type. Our adapted network embedding learning method is270
shown in Algorithm 2:
Since ω(vj , vi) calculates the frequency of context, this objective function is actu-
ally similar to the skip-gram model and continuous bag of words (CBOW) model [17].
The skip-gram model predicts the context by given words and the CBOW model pre-
dicts the word by given context. Our model can be considered as a combination of275
skip-gram and CBOW if we only consider word-word relations in Algorithm 1 since
our network is an undirected graph. In these two models, the object function which
only considers the word-word relation is defined as:
Oword2vec = −
∑
vi∈ document
(
∑
vj∈ context
logp (vj |vi)) (5)
The right-hand-side of equation(5) is calculated based on the number of co-occurrence
of vi and vj in the same context window. Since we also use the co-occurrence fre-
quency as the weight of the link connecting two words in the construction of heteroge-
13
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neous network in Algorithm 1, for a word vi, it can be easily seen that:
−
∑
vj∈ context of vi
logp (vj |vi) = −
∑
(vi,vj)∈E
ω(vj , vi)logp (vj |vi) (6)
Then, we can obtain the following equation:
O = −
∑
vi∈ document
(
∑
vj∈ context
logp (vj |vi))
= −
∑
(vi,vj)∈E
ω(vj , vi)logp (vj |vi)
= Oword2vec
Thus, if we only consider the word-word relation in the heterogeneous network, our280
objective function (4) is equivalent to (5) in the skip-gram model and CBOW model.
The difference is that with our heterogeneous network, the context of a word contains
much richer information as it also includes users who used it, the products that it is
associated with and the polarity of the review documents where the word occurred. As
such, the word embeddings learned by our method can effectively capture the user and285
product information to a certain degree. Moreover, user and product representations
can be obtained in the the same learning process. As will be shown later in our exper-
iments, the more contextual information is added, the better embeddings are leaned.
And the user/product representations can be added as additional features to improve
the performance of sentiment classification.290
3.3. Incorporating Vertices’ Representations into CNN for Sentiment Classification
Once word, user and product representations are learned, we show in this section
how these representations can be incorporated into a convolutional neural network [7]
for document-level sentiment classification. The architecture of the neural network is
shown in Figure 3. The input layer is the continuous word representations learned by295
the network embedding method mentioned in Section 3.2.2.
Assuming that the i-th review document di =
{
wi1, w
i
2, . . . , w
i
Li
}
contains Li
words with a sentiment label yi, written by user ui about product pi, we have a la-
beled input (xi, yi) where xi = {di, ui, pi}. Assuming each word wj in document di
14
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is represented by a vector with n dimensions, denoting the concatenation of a word se-300
quence from the j-th word to the k-th word as wij:k, a convolution operation involving
a filterm ∈ Rh×n, which have the window of size h, can extract a feature on wij:j+h−1
in the convolutional layer by:
cimj = f
(
x · wij:j+h−1 + b
) (7)
Here, b is the bias, x is the parameter in convolutional filter, and f is a non-linear
mapping function such as the logistic function. In this equation, we use the inner305
product of filter and word sequence as an input of mapping function. The inner product
actually indicate the similarity between the filter parameter and word sequence. The
mapping function is monotonous and bounded. So, if the word sequence is similar with
the filter, there will be a positive output after mapping. Each filter in our algorithm is
associated with a label. In another word, the positive mapping result means that the310
word sequence can be used as features for this label.
We then use Equation (7) to extract the features from document di as:
(
cim1 , c
im
2 , c
im
3 , . . . , c
im
l−h+1
) (8)
A max pooling operation is deployed to extract the most relevant feature, which
has the highest value in the max pooling layer:
cˆim = max
i=1,2,...,l−h+1
(
cim1 , c
im
2 , c
im
3 , . . . , c
im
l−h+1
) (9)
The convolutional operation can be repeated several times with different initialized315
filters in order to extract different features. Finally, all the features are concatenated as
the representation of the document, denoted as αdi :
αdi = {cˆi1, cˆi2, ...cˆim}, (10)
In order to compose with the user/product representations learned from hetero-
geneous network embedding results, we concatenate the user embeddings and product
embeddings with the document representation in the max pooling layer, i.e., αdi
⊕
αui
⊕
αpi .320
Then, a softmax layer is added to train a classifier for sentiment classification.
15
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In the pre-training, the corpora is tokenized and all tokens have been kept. In the
training, weights associated with both heterogeneous network embedding features and
the convolutional features are updated simultaneously. The dimensions of the embed-
ding space is 300, the window sizes of convolutional filters are 2, 3, 4, and 5. For each325
window size, the number of convolutional filters is 100. So, there are 400 features after
the max pooling operation. The mini-batch of training is 100 and we use the stochastic
gradient descent as the optimization method.
4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental Setup330
We evaluate our algorithm on three product review datasets including IMDB [34]
and the Yelp Dataset Challenge both in 2013 and 2014. Statistics with respect to users,
products and reviews are given in Table 1:
Dataset #Class #Users #Products #Reviews |V | Length
IMDB 10 1,310 1,635 84,919 91,808 395.21
Yelp2013 5 16,31 1,633 78,966 96,817 188.76
Yelp2014 5 4,818 4,194 231,163 183,541 196.06
Table 1: The statistics of three datasets. (Here, |V | is the size of vocabulary, Length is the #words per
review.)
IMDB is labeled with 10 different levels of sentiment, score 1 for the most negative
and score 10 for the most positive. Yelp 2013 and Yelp 2014 are labeled with 5 different335
levels of sentiment, score 1 for the most negative and score 5 for the most positive.
We use accuracy (ACC) as the evaluation metrics. Let the predicted label of i-th
testing sample be predictedi, the actual label of i-th testing sample be actuali, and the
size of the test set be N , ACC is calculated by:
ACC =
∑
predictedi=actuali
1
N
(11)
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4.2. Baselines340
We compare our proposed method with a number of existing methods as listed
below:
• Majority simply takes the most prominent sentiment category in the training set
as the sentiment label of each document in the test set.
• Trigram trains a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier with unigrams, bi-345
grams and trigrams as features.
• TextFeature extracts text features including word and character n-grams, senti-
ment lexicon features, etc., and then train a SVM classifier.
• UPF extracts user-leniency features [28] and the corresponding product features
from the training data, which is further concatenated with the features in Trigram350
an TextFeature.
• AvgWordvec averages word embeddings in a document to obtain the document
representation which is fed into a SVM classifier as features.
• SSWE generates features with sentiment-specific word embeddings (SSWE) [18]
and then trains a SVM classifier.355
• Paragraph Vector for document modeling [26];
• RNTN Recursive Neural Tensor Network for sentence modeling [8] which is
incorporated into recurrent neural networks for document modeling;
• CNN Convolutional Neural Network for sentiment classification [7];
• GRNN Document modeling with gated recurrent neural network for sentiment360
classification [9];
• UPNN User Product Neural Network [33], which incorporates user and product
information using CNN;
• ISN Intersubjectivity Network Embedding [11], which incorporates user repre-
sentation learned from intersubjectivity network with a CNN based text classifi-365
cation.
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4.3. Overall Results
Methods IMDB Yelp2013 Yelp2014
Majority 0.196 0.411 0.392
Trigram 0.399 0.569 0.577
Textfeature 0.402 0.556 0.572
AvgWordvec+SVM 0.304 0.526 0.530
SSWE+SVM 0.312 0.549 0.557
Paragraph Vector 0.341 0.554 0.564
RNTN 0.400 0.574 0.582
UPNN (CNN without user&product features) 0.405 0.577 0.585
GRNN 0.443 0.614 0.621
Our approach (without user&product features) 0.488 0.623 0.637
Table 2: Comparison with existing methods without user and product information.
We first conduct experiments without the use of user and product features and show
the results in Table 2. Here, Trigram and Textfeature are traditional classification meth-
ods. The AvgWordvec+SVM and SSWE+SVM incorporate traditional methods with370
deep learning based features, such as word representation. It is obviously that using
deep learning results as features without composition methods, such as CNN or RNN,
can not improve the performance of sentiment classification. The Paragraph Vector,
RNTN, UPNN and GRNN are deep learning methods. Here, Paragraph Vector is unsu-
pervised method, so the performance is lower than other three methods. RNTN, UPNN375
and GRNN use composition of word representation to obtain sentence representation
or document representation.
It can be observed that our method significantly outperforms all the other baselines
including those neural network models specifically designed for sentiment classifica-
tion, such as the hierarchical gated RNN for document modeling (GRNN) [9]. Also,380
we notice that UPNN without user and product information is actually a CNN trained
from word embeddings. The main difference between our method and UPNN is the
word representations derived. We generate word representations from our constructed
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heterogeneous network, which inherently considers the user, product and polarity in-
formation during representation learning. On the contrary, UPNN only used word em-385
beddings trained with context information from text content only. The results shown
in Table 2 demonstrate that opinion holder and target information can be crucial for
learning word embeddings specifically for sentiment analysis.
Methods IMDB Yelp2013 Yelp2014
Trigram+UPF 0.404 0.570 0.576
TextFeature+UPF 0.402 0.561 0.579
UPNN 0.435 0.596 0.608
ISN 0.476 0.623 0.635
Our approach (with user&product features) 0.509 0.656 0.662
Table 3: Comparison with existing methods with user and product information in terms of ACC.
We then conduct another set of experiments by incorporating user and product in-
formation for sentiment classification. We only include the results from those baselines390
where it is possible to add in user and product features. The results are shown in Table
3. It can be observed that simply adding user and product information into text features
for SVM training gives improved performance (Trigram+UPF and TextFeature+UPF).
UPNN derived user and product representations based on the review rating information
while ISN learned user representations based on shared subjective terms. The results395
show that the latter appears to be more effective compared to the former. Nevertheless,
our proposed method outperforms the previous state of the art system, ISN, by 3.2%
on average with p-value< 0.01 which indicates a significant improvement.
4.4. Learning with Different Embeddings and Features
In order to examine the effect of using different embeddings and learning represen-400
tations using different sets of information, we use CNN as the base model and experi-
ment with different embeddings. The variants we have evaluated are listed below:
• CNN+word2vec uses the word embeddings trained using word2vec as the input
to CNN;
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• CNN+W uses the word-word and the word-polarity relations to learn word rep-405
resentations in our proposed architecture for CNN;
• CNN+WU adds the word-user information in addition to word-word and the
word-polarity relations for learning word representations. Note that even though
user representations have also been generated, they are not used in classification;
• CNN+WP adds the word-product information in addition to word-word and the410
word-polarity relations for learning word representations. Similar to CNN+WU,
the product information is only used to updated word representations and it is
not used in classification;
• CNN+WUP combines all the four types of relations, word-word, word-polarity,
word-user and word-product, for word representation learning. Again, only word415
representations are used in classification;
• CNN+WUP+V(U) similar to CNN+WUP except that the user representations
are concatenated with the document-level features captured at the max pooling
layer;
• CNN+WUP+V(P) similar to CNN+WUP+V(U) except that the product repre-420
sentations are used instead of user representations;
• CNN+WUP+V(UP) refers to the complete architecture we proposed in this pa-
per.
It can be observed from Table 4 that learning word representations with the docu-
ment polarity label information (CNN+W) significantly improves the sentiment clas-425
sification by 8% in accuracy on average compared to simply using word embeddings
trained from a large raw text corpus (CNN+word2vec). Adding user and product infor-
mation separately or simultaneously for word representation learning gives mixed re-
sults. Compared to CNN+W, we observe improved accuracies on IMDB and Yelp2014,
but either no change or a slight drop in accuracy on Yelp2013. However, if the learned430
user and product representations are concatenated with document representations for
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Methods IMDB Yelp2013 Yelp2014
CNN+word2vec 0.412 0.532 0.520
CNN+W 0.472 0.628 0.607
CNN+WU 0.481 0.625 0.610
CNN+WP 0.484 0.628 0.612
CNN+WUP 0.488 0.623 0.637
CNN+WUP+V(U) 0.502 0.641 0.649
CNN+WUP+V(P) 0.502 0.633 0.644
CNN+WUP+V(UP) 0.509 0.656 0.662
Table 4: Comparison with different embeddings and features.
CNN training, we see the performance improvement over CNN+W in the range of
1.3-4.2%. Our full architecture (CNN+WUP+V(UP)) gives the best results overall.
4.5. Further Analysis on Embeddings
In order to gain a better understanding of the our network embedding results, we435
make a further analysis on embeddings in this section. The goal of embedding is to
map the nodes into a continuous vector space which preserves the properties of input
network. As such, we seek for answers to the following two questions:
• For the positive/negative users/products/words in the heterogeneous network,
will they preserve their polarities in the embedding space?440
• For the positive/negative users/products/words in the embedding result, what are
their original distributions in the heterogeneous network?
4.5.1. Polarity in the Embedding Space
For the first issue, we plot in Figure 3 the learned users, products and words em-
beddings in our heterogeneous network. Here, we use Principal Component Analysis445
(PCA) to generate the top two dimensions of the heterogeneous network embedding re-
sults in the three training datasets. Specifically, for the Yelp2013/2014 datasets which
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have the ratings in the scale of 1 to 5, we mark users or products as positive if their av-
erage ratings are 4 or above, and negative if their average ratings are below 3. For the
IMDB dataset which have ratings in the scale of 1 to 10, we mark the users or products450
by using the positive rating threshold of 6 and negative rating threshold of 5. For plot-
ting words embedding, we use the log ratio method, which has been previously used to
extract the sentiment features in sentence classification [35], to select words. If we de-
note the weight between word j and positive/negative node as Positivej / Negativej ,
then we can define the vectors as: pj = β + Positivej , and qj = β + Negativej455
where β is a smoothing parameter. In our experiment, we take β as 0.05. The log ratio
of word j is:
ratioj = log(
pj/ ‖ p ‖1
qj/ ‖ q ‖1 ). (12)
We plot in Figure 3 the top 50 positive and negative users/products/words based
on their respective statistical information aforementioned above in our heterogeneous
network. It can be observed that in general users, products or words with different460
polarities are separated well. We also notice that there are some overlapping posi-
tive/negative users and products as shown in Figure 3(a), (d) and (e). This is because
we only use a simple thresholding method to mark users and products with different
colors for a better visualization. However, it might be the case that mixed reviews
containing more positive comments were assigned with lower rating scores. Hence,465
the document-level rating scores do not always reflect the actual degrees of positivity
or negativity in review content. We argue that using words to learn user and product
embeddings would give more accurate results compared to using rating scores. Over-
all, we can see that word/user/product embeddings learned using our proposed network
embedding method indeed make sense.470
4.5.2. Distribution in heterogeneous Network
For the second issue, we next explore in details the top 5 most positive and negative
users identified by our heterogeneous network embedding from the three datasets. Re-
call that we have four types of nodes in the heterogeneous network: the user nodes, the
term nodes, the product nodes, and the polarity nodes. We use the similarity between475
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the user nodes and polarity nodes in the embedding space to identify the top 5 most
positive and most negative users. The results are shown in Table 5 (a)-(b) (IMDB),
Table 6 (a)-(b) (Yelp2013) and Table 7 (a)-(b) (Yelp2014). We notice that these users
all share very similar review patterns. For example, users in the top 5 most positive
group tend to give high ratings (most of the time above 7 for IMDB and above 4 for480
Yelp datasets) in most of their reviews, while users in the top 5 negative group tend to
give low ratings (most of the time below 5 for IMDB and below 3 for Yelp datasets).
In a similar way, we also list the top 5 most positive and most negative products in
Table 5 (c)-(d) (IMDB), Table 6 (c)-(d) (Yelp2013) and Table 7 (c)-(d) (Yelp2014). We
observe a similar rating patterns for products compared to those given by users.485
It is worth noting that the similarity values between user/product nodes and po-
larity nodes in our heterogeneous network are not directly related to the average rating
scores of users/products since we learn user or product embeddings based on the words
occurred in their associated reviews. We can see from Table 6(a) that the user who is
ranked in the third place only has an average rating score of 3.66, but he is among the490
top 5 most positive users in the Yelp 2013 dataset. By closely examining his reviews,
we find that he tends to give very positive comments even in reviews with the rating of
3. For example:
“This is a cool place. The sauces are great, my fav is the devils spit and texas pit, but
the BBQ is just OK...”495
“Yum. I with I had learned of this place sooner everything we ordered was delicious.
The raspberry margarita was so good and refreshing...”
“Great place to watch a game with friends and have a few beers. Its nice and clean
with lots of TVs and seating...”
In a similar way, we also list the top 30 most positive and most negative words500
in Table 8. It can be observed that the polarity words identified are context-dependent.
For example, we found a negative word “magorium” in the IMDB dataset. It is actually
the name of a film which only has an average score of 6.2, showing that it received
more negative reviews compared to positive ones. Yelp 2013 and 2014 datasets share
many top positive and negative words. This is not surprising since they contain reviews505
towards similar products but posted in different years.
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(a) Top 5 most positive users.
Similarity Review history(times) Average
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0.699 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 9 18 14 8.76
0.683 0 1 1 2 3 7 10 16 9 30 8.21
0.674 1 1 0 0 3 0 0 5 4 10 8.08
0.631 0 1 1 1 6 5 22 18 21 16 7.86
0.629 3 2 3 0 4 2 13 12 15 31 8.00
(b) Top 5 most negative users.
Similarity Review history(times) Average
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0.665 0 6 8 5 7 4 2 1 0 0 4.15
0.659 13 5 1 0 2 0 1 2 1 8 4.48
0.655 13 3 13 10 11 7 7 7 1 6 4.73
0.648 13 25 20 20 17 22 9 13 7 7 4.70
0.641 14 8 10 10 3 4 7 2 0 2 3.73
(c) Top 5 most positive products.
Similarity Review history(times) Average
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0.711 3 0 1 0 0 5 6 13 18 116 9.28
0.649 0 0 0 0 2 1 6 25 26 41 8.93
0.622 1 0 0 0 0 4 3 11 28 62 9.22
0.613 3 3 3 3 6 7 10 15 22 74 8.42
0.609 3 0 1 0 0 5 6 13 18 116 9.28
(d) Top 5 most negative products.
Similarity Review history(times) Average
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0.679 13 9 7 6 6 5 4 3 1 2 3.87
0.666 10 11 7 10 4 3 5 7 0 4 4.29
0.654 10 6 9 6 9 3 1 1 0 2 3.63
0.651 11 4 3 3 1 1 2 1 1 1 3.28
0.650 12 8 10 7 11 4 1 0 0 2 3.49
Table 5: The most positive/negative users/products identified by embeddings in IMDB.
4.6. Future work
From aforementioned results, we know that the proposed method is reasonable and
achieves better performance than existing methods. In the future, we can apply our
method in social analysis. In our paper, we use comments to model users/product,510
and update word embeddings at the same time. However, the same words for different
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(a) Top 5 most positive users.
Similarity Review history(times) Average
1 2 3 4 5
0.681 1 2 4 9 22 4.28
0.672 1 4 3 5 19 4.16
0.669 2 2 13 31 5 3.66
0.668 0 0 2 12 12 4.38
0.662 0 1 2 7 6 4.13
(b) Top 5 most negative users.
Similarity Review history(times) Average
1 2 3 4 5
0.711 11 4 1 8 4 2.64
0.684 4 5 1 4 2 2.69
0.675 2 7 2 2 3 2.81
0.623 2 4 10 10 2 3.21
0.611 2 5 1 8 0 2.93
(c) Top 5 most positive products.
Similarity Review history(times) Average
1 2 3 4 5
0.669 0 3 6 7 15 4.09
0.651 0 1 9 21 12 4.02
0.644 0 4 4 12 7 3.81
0.617 1 5 10 28 24 4.01
0.599 1 3 12 42 22 4.01
(d) Top 5 most negative products.
Similarity Review history(times) Average
1 2 3 4 5
0.712 6 3 7 6 3 2.88
0.708 8 7 8 3 1 2.33
0.659 6 7 5 3 0 2.23
0.655 9 4 4 9 1 2.59
0.631 6 12 27 19 6 3.10
Table 6: The most positive/negative users/products identified by embeddings in Yelp2013.
(a) Top 5 most positive users.
Similarity Review history(times) Average
1 2 3 4 5
0.699 0 1 2 10 11 4.29
0.683 0 0 4 2 10 4.37
0.674 2 1 2 7 12 4.08
0.631 0 0 3 4 28 4.71
0.629 0 1 2 16 19 4.39
(b) Top 5 most negative users.
Similarity Review history(times) Average
1 2 3 4 5
0.665 4 2 3 5 2 2.93
0.659 7 6 20 21 2 3.08
0.655 7 4 2 4 3 2.60
0.648 8 3 1 3 5 2.70
0.641 7 4 3 4 4 2.72
(c) Top 5 most positive products.
Similarity Review history(times) Average
1 2 3 4 5
0.711 0 3 7 25 33 4.29
0.649 0 1 4 10 5 3.95
0.622 1 1 1 8 12 4.40
0.613 1 0 3 5 14 4.34
0.609 0 1 9 32 12 4.01
(d) Top 5 most negative products.
Similarity Review history(times) Average
1 2 3 4 5
0.679 5 10 5 1 0 2.09
0.666 18 6 4 2 0 1.66
0.654 4 3 4 6 1 2.83
0.651 11 11 26 22 8 3.06
0.650 4 6 6 7 1 2.79
Table 7: The most positive/negative users/products identified by embeddings in Yelp2014.
latent communities may have different meanings. our method can be used to learn
multi-prototype word embeddings to identify different latent communities.
Another future work is to apply user/product embedding in sentiment analysis. In
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Dataset Top 30 negative words Top 30 positive words
IMDB travesty, worst, crap, stupid, olds, rot-
ten, pointless, awful, gervaise, dreadful,
pitiful, miserable, disgusting, sucks, re-
tarded, idiotic, waste, psychlos, mago-
rium, drivel, pathetic, stinking, vapid,
junk, ho, insulting, trash, atrocious,
uwe, sickening
decent, cast, life, nice, kind, great,
long, young, times, worth, interesting,
story, special, fact, father, left, comedy,
scenes, family, original, scene, action,
high, love, guy, girl, day, moments,
pretty, funny
Yelp2013 horrible, stale, unhappy, worst, flies,
worse, mediocre, blatantly, bland,
disappointment, fail, awful, disaster,
poorly, downhill, refused, miserable,
lousy, disgusting, sucks, nasty, an-
noyed, terrible, hopes, waste, poor, in-
competent, disappointing, pathetic, un-
comfortable
awesome, nice, loved, favorite, great,
perfect, cool, worth, special, red, fresh,
lot, home, top, find, flavor, fantastic, ex-
cellent, love, bread, sweet, pretty, big,
wonderful, huge, fun, atmosphere, staff,
super, enjoy
Yelp2014 horrible, stale, unhappy, worst, worse,
mediocre, bland, acted, rotten, argu-
ing, disappointment, awful, disaster,
poorly, fraud, downhill, refused, miser-
able, lousy, disgusting, sucks, nasty, an-
noyed, terrible, crappy, FALSE, waste,
poor, incompetent, disappointing
awesome, nice, loved, favorite, great,
perfect, bit, recommend, worth, spe-
cial, fresh, top, ice, flavor, feel, expe-
rience, friendly, happy, amazing, good,
hot, cream, selection, free, delicious,
sandwich, tasty, dessert, pork, day
Table 8: The most positive/negative words identified by embeddings.
this work, our algorithm learns user/product embedding. However, it is too simple to515
use them merely as features in classification. In the future, we will consider to stack
attention mechanism on a deep network architecture to capture user/product informa-
tion by learned embeddings.
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5. Conclusion
In this paper, we present a new method for sentiment classification on the prod-520
uct reviews. It is based on the notion of heterogeneous network representation. More
specifically, we include users (opinion holders), words, products (opinion targets) and
polarities in a unified framework. Words, users and products are all mapped into the
same embedding space. The learned user and product representations are then incor-
porated into a CNN-based neural network for sentiment classification. Experimental525
results show that our proposed embedding learning method not only offers a better
semantic interpretation incorporating user and product information but also improved
sentiment classification to achieve the state-of-the-art results on the relevant datasets.
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Figure 2: Architecture of heterogeneous embedded CNN.
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(a) Users in IMDB.
(b) Movies in IMDB.
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(c) Words in IMDB.
(d) Users in IMDB.
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(e) Restaurants in IMDB.
(f) Words in IMDB.
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(g) Users in IMDB.
(h) Restaurants in IMDB.
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(i) Words in IMDB.
Figure 3: The distribution of users, products and words in the embedding space (2D-PCA). Blue color
denotes positive polarity while red color denotes negative polarity.
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